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Runtime:45 min2017 - present
Genres:Dramedy
Network:SVT
Bonus Family is an Swedish dramedy series which aired on SVT. The series premiered on January 30, 2017.
 
 The series revolves around the two main characters Lisa ( Vera Vitali ) and Patrick ( Eric Johansson ), a Stockholm-saving in their 30s who both recently parted ways. Both have their ten year old son and Lisa also has a teenage daughter. Katja ( Petra Mede ), Patrik's former wife, is an architect, while Lisa's ex-husband, Martin ( Fredrik Hallgren ), working on a bed store. The series follows the grim relationship that exists between the expectant couple and their former consort, and how it is for both parties' children to live in a bonus family, and the series will also follow how it is for Patrick to deal with his wife Lisa's ten year old son Eddie (Frank Dorsin), which is a troublesome kid together Patrik egne son William (Jacob Lundqvist), which is a much more quiet and well-behaved person.
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Lisa
Vera Vitali
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Martin
Fredrik Hallgren
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Katja
Petra Mede
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Patrik
Erik Johansson
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Bianca
Amanda Lindh
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Sima
Nour El Refai
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Reviews (0)
There are no reviews of the series Bonus Family.
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TV Guide
Choose per series where you want be kept informed of. For instance new episodes or start of a new season.


Discover series

Looking for new series? There must be one among the more than 21.300 series. And otherwise the community of 503.000 members can assist you.


Everything about TV-series
We have all the information about your favorite TV series. From the latest news or reviews till a list of the episodes.
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